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Google's Android Go initiative is about providing users with high-quality smartphones, no matter where they live or how much money they need to spend. Much of it comes from affordable hardware that is powered by Android Go, but along with this, Google also offers a wide range of Go
apps. Go apps are designed to provide the core features of their regular counterparts, while they're better suited to low-end hardware, and the ones we've seen so far are pretty damn big. Most of them come installed on an Android Go phone by default, but you can download them on any
phone no matter what you have. Without further rethinking, here are all the Go apps that are now available! Google Go If you want the best of Google in a sleek, lightweight package, Google Go comes into play. With Google Go, you can do almost anything you would do in the regular
Google app, including searching the web for what you want, finding and quickly sharing GIFs, voice search and more. The home screen for Google Go has quick links to its top features, in addition to web apps for things like Twitter, Instagram, etc. The best? Google says Google Go can
help save up to 40% of your data usage compared to the normal Google app. Download: Google Go (free) YouTube Go As much as we love YouTube, its Android app can sometimes be quite sophisticated. With YouTube Go, you can access all your favorite videos and YouTube features
without having to worry about slowing down your phone or burning too much data. YouTube Go allows you to browse and view all the videos you would find in the regular YouTube app, while also using tools to download videos for offline viewing, share with friends without using data, and
see exactly how many MBs a video is. There is no subscription page or option to like videos, but for an app that weighs only 9.4 MB, there's a lot to like. Download: YouTube Go (free) Gmail Go What's so great about Gmail Go is that it's virtually indistinguishable from the normal Gmail app.
The user interface is largely unchanged, emails are grouped into smart categories like social and promotions, quick replies are them, and there is support for Gmail and non-Gmail email accounts. The app is only 9.9 MB in size and even comes with 15GB of free storage, so you never have



to worry about running out of storage. Download: Gmail Go (free) Maps Go Whether you're getting turn-by-turn directions, finding the number at a local restaurant or finding a new coffee spot to check out, Google Maps does it all. Fortunately, all the best features are Google Maps in Maps
Go. There are over 70 different languages to choose from, information for more than 100 million locations, and the app is only 167KB. Download: Maps Go (free) Assistant Go The Google Assistant is one of the Google services I rely on the most and whether you want you To learn about
the weather tomorrow or see what the commute is like, Assistant Go offers the core features that make Assistant so great in a slimmed-down 5.0MB app. You can open Assistant Go by tapping the app icon or long pressing the home button, if you have an Android Go phone, as soon as you
do, you can ask the wizard to make phone calls, send texts, get turn-by-turn navigation and more. As great as it all is, Assistant Go can't set reminders, control smart home gadgets, or use wizard actions. Download: Assistant Go (free) files Go As you use your phone over time, it can be
easy to forget about old apps, images and other local digital elements that eat away in your internal storage. If you want to help reclaim your precious space, Files Go comes into play. Files Go is full of helpful features, provides easy access to old files that you no longer need, a powerful
search tool to find a specific photo or video you're looking for, and encrypted file sharing that doesn't require an Internet connection. At just 8.2MB, Files Go packs a lot of bang-for-your-megabyte. Download: Files Go (free) Yahoo Mail Go If you prefer Yahoo Mail over Gmail, Yahoo recently
launched a light version of its popular email app. In Yahoo Mail Go, you can add Yahoo and non-Yahoo accounts, delete emails by swiping, find quick coupons, and customize the user interface with your favorite color. The app requires Android 8.0 Oreo or higher to work and comes to
10MB. Download: Yahoo Mail Go (free) Welcome to our selection of the best Android apps for creatives. On this page you will find the must-have downloads for designers, illustrators and artists. Modern Android devices—whether tablets or smartphones—are more powerful and feature-rich
than ever before, making them indispensable tools for any digital creative. The fact that there is a huge – and growing – collection of Android apps that bring creative tools that we would normally use on a PC means that it has never been easier to create digital art on the go. With a wide
range of apps in the Google Play Store that are both paid and free, it can be difficult to choose the right ones where our list of the best Android apps for creatives comes into play. We've scoured the Play Store to find the best Android apps that can unleash your creativity. The best Android
apps for creatives use the touchscreen of your Android device and have a user interface that is available for the smaller tablets. Our selection of top Android apps also offers a variety of tools and features that can make your digital art look better than ever. So, read on for our selection of the
best Android apps for creatives that you can download now. Price: Free | Developer: AdobeFamiliar to Illustrator UserPlenty of featuresIntegrated with desktop apps for CC usersAdobe launched its vector app Adobe Illustrator Draw on Android as early as 2016, but even now it's practically
the only credible way to create vector drawings on a mobile device (unless you choose a Windows tablet). Illustrator Draw is familiar to anyone accustomed to their desktop peers, and it's not crowned on features with configurable pen tips, layers, merge options, and more. Of course, Adobe
hopes you'll use Illustrator Draw with a Creative Cloud subscription, and that's really how you get the most out of it, with the ability to instantly send your work to Illustrator and Photoshop CC, license Adobe Stock images in the app, and publish them directly to Behance. Download Adobe
Illustrator DrawPrice: Free | Developer: AutodeskNatural Drawing Experience170 customizable brushSwitchable Predictive strokeAutodesk is better known for its class-leading 3D applications, but in Sketchbook it has a powerful mainstream drawing app with arguably the most natural
drawing experience of all. Features include 170 customizable brushes, full PSD layer and blend support, and switchable prediction hub that turns your hand-drawn lines and shapes into crisp shapes. Paired with a top-of-the-range Android device, especially one with a pen, Sketchbook is
probably the best free app. Price: Free | Developer: AdobeVery easy to useLive syncs with Photoshop CCNot so good for subtle optimizationsAn app that offers more for big statements than subtleties, Photoshop Mix lets you cut out and combine elements from different images, blend
layers and customizations to your creations on your Android device. PS Mix Majors on ease of use, and it live syncs with Photoshop CC means that when you make a change on your phone, it will immediately appear on your desktop. It makes sense to take advantage of all the CC benefits
with an Adobe Photography Plan that saves a fair bit through a full Creative Cloud subscription. Adobe Photoshop MixPrice: Free Download | Developer: Infinite Studio MobileCreate 3D images with perspective toolsInfinite canvasAlso infinite layers, undo and redoDeveloper Sean
Brakefield completely redesigned his SVG vector graphics app Infinite Design in 2016, and with the latest updates it is now a real alternative to Adobe's dominant Illustrator Draw. Infinite Design, as the name suggests, has an infinite canvas (pan, zoom, or rotate), but also infinite layers,
infinite path editing, and infinite undo and repeat with a gradient slider. It has Layer options; a transformation tool for translating, scaling, rotating, tilting, distorting, and distorting; automatic shape recognition; rasters for referencing or snapping; but its outstanding function is the ability to
create 3D images with five perspective tools. Also a neat addition for users of Android apps on Chromebooks is the baked keyboard keyboard Free | Developer: AdobeTurn each photo into a brushGreat for CC userPhotoshop Sketch is just one of many sketching apps in our countdown, but
Adobe's offering will gravitate to the top of the list of any Creative Cloud subscriber due to the benefits of simultaneity that provides to Adobe's suite of tools. However, it's a great sketching app in itself, with features such as blend modes, perspective grids and natural drawing tools, as well
as the ability to turn any photo into a brush with Capture CC from the app. Download Adobe Photoshop Sketch (Image Credit: Canva)Canva has been available as an online design tool since 2012, but has only recently made the switch to Android – so recently that the only press image we
could get is the iPad version. The Android taste is almost identical in terms of interface and features that are excellent and plentiful. Canva is more of a complete graphic design suite than a cut photo editor and can be used to create everything from logos to web mockups with access to a
huge library of templates, icons, photos and fonts, many of which are free, although premium assets require an in-app purchase. Price: Free | Developer: AdobeTurn sketches in crisp mockupsGreat for sketching on the flyIntegrates with Adobe suiteMockups and wireframes have never
been easier to create than with Adobe Comp. With natural drawing gestures with your finger or pen, you can sketch rough layouts and Adobe Comp will turn it into a crisp, professional mockup. They are great for sketching during an ad hoc meeting or presentation, and can insert vector
shapes, images, colors, and text styles, and then send your comps to Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, or Muse to finish on your desktop in an instant. (Credit: ibis Paint X) Price: From free | Developer: ibis mobile inc. Many featuresGood communityads can intrusively access free
versionibis Paint X is a drawing app that is very popular with digital artists, and it's easy to see why. It offers a wide range of tools, including a selection of 2,100 materials, over 700 fonts and 142 brushes. It's ideal for beginners who want to quickly doodle something on an Android device,
but there's plenty of depth and choice of tools to satisfy professionals. The free version comes with many ads, but there is a premium version that doesn't cost much (either by paying a one-time monthly subscription). Prime membership offers a few additional tools so it's worth a visit. (Photo
credit: Adobe) Price: From free | Developer: AdobeEasy to designedMay be a bit simple for some designersIf you want to design posters and other graphics on the go quickly and easily, then Adobe Spark Post: Poster &amp; Graphic Design Editor is definitely worth a download – especially
since it has a free version. Fingertips in just a few taps quickly make a professional-looking poster. There are many templates to help you get started, and you can add your photos and text and add design filters to create stunning graphics. While some people may find this a bit too easy,
there is a surprising amount of depth in the app, and with a little optimization you can make individual posters that stand out from the crowd. Its simplicity is also ideal for use on mobile devices, allowing you to whip something while you are on your way to work. Download Adobe Spark Post:
Poster &amp; Graphic Design EditorPrice: From Free | Developers: AutodeskViews and Edit 2D and 2D DWG FilesFree Trail AvailableSmooth, intuitive interfaceAdvances versions require monthly subscriptionWhen computer-aided design is your business, Autodesk AutoCAD app is the
perfect mobile assistant. It brings your technical drawings to any Android smartphone or tablet and includes the ability to view and edit 3D and 2D DWG files. The smooth and intuitive user interface is perfect for touchscreen format, and you can work offline for on-site visits. When it's online,
the app syncs with AutoCAD or AutoCAD LT on your desktop to ensure a continuous workflow. AutoCAD is free to download to your phone, but, as it should be for a reputable tool, it costs you 6 USD per month for the premium version and twice as much as for AutoCAD Ultimate, which
adds 100 GB of cloud storage and a maximum file size of 40 MB. Price: Free | Developer: Infinite Studio Mobile80+ Brush presetsPhotoshop compatible layered perspective views for 3DPopular iOS and desktop painting app Procreate hasn't made the journey via Android, but don't worry –
Infinite Painter is here to offer a similar feeling experience, and arguably a better one. There are over 80 brush presets available, or you can create your own, and there are Photoshop-compatible layers and blend modes. You can create 3D images with five perspective views, and it has
tools galore: Transform tool, pattern tool, liquefaction tool, gradient and pattern fulfillment, and you can rotate and tilt the infinite canvas with ease. Download Infinite PainterPrice: 1.99 USD / 1.69 USD | Developer: Coskami GamesCheap way to try VR paintingStrangely addictiveLimited
Brush / Color OptionsPainting Action is awkwardIf you are looking for the incredible experience of 3D painting in virtual reality... You need Google's Tilt Brush software, a hugely expensive workstation and an HTC Vive or similar VR headset. Paint VR, however, is a lot of fun – a enjoy with
your Android phone and a budget/bundle headset like Google Daydream or Samsung Gear VR. OK, it's incredibly easy to choose from with a standard color wheel and a simple set of brush essays, and the painting action is very cumbersome, but it's weirdly addictive fun to try to create with
such limitations – as with MS Paint with a cheap mechanical mouse in the 1990s. Price: Free | Developer: Softonium Softonium Fonts you see while out and aboutDatabase contains 150,000+ fonts Find My Font is the original font identification software after it debuts as a desktop app into
which you would import photos to discover the fonts used – or a visually similar equivalent. Transforming this clever tool into a mobile app opened up its horizons, allowing type-hungry designers to snap each piece typically in the wild and immediately discover something similar for use in
design projects. With a database of over 150,000 fonts, the Android app can identify connected or fragmented letters and claims to achieve accurate matching results up to a text height of only 20px. Price: Free | Developer: AdobeUses AI to suggest similar fontsCreate geometric patterns
based on my imageSyncs with CCAdobe Capture is a real Swiss Army Knife of design apps that help you turn everything you see or sketch into vectors, materials, brushes and shapes for use in your projects. Capture also uses Adobe's predictive AI technology to detect type shapes and
suggest visually similar fonts, create geometric patterns from each image, and create color palettes from each photo in an instant. In conjunction with a Creative Cloud account, your creations are immediately available in all Adobe desktop apps you use. Download Adobe Capture CCPrice:
1.99 usd / 1.50 USD | Developer: Early MelonUseful updated as basic digital sketchbookLast 2013Can only be exported to PNGPaperless, is a solid, simple app for Android tablets that allows you to draw and paint with pencil, watercolors, pen ink and brushes. A number of basic tools are
available, including Eraser tool, Paint Bucket tool, and color selection tool, and you can usewise to adjust line thickness, size, opacity, and smoothing. Paperless might not be your only drawing app, and unfortunately its last update was in 2013, suggesting that it won't evolve, and you can
only export to PNG, but as a simple digital sketchbook it works well. Price: Free | Developer: Valentin MayamsinExcellent Tool PickerHighly responsive drawing engineAdditional features in Sketcher ProThis basic sketching app has 12 brushes, color pickers and erasers, but the user
interface is the real winner here as Sketcher Free enjoys an excellent tool selection and the beautifully responsive drawing adjuster is actually Mr. Doob's much-vaunted web-based sketchy tool. This version of Sketcher can be downloaded for free but you can splash out 0.99 / 0.80 USD for
Sketcher Pro and enjoy additional functions such as adjustable screen size and the ability to pan/zoom. Price: Free | Developer: D9d9Create and Export Color PalettesChoose colors from imageless of the preset palettesRemember Kuler, Adobe's color picker app? The developer of Color
Reference does, and that's why this app is perfect for those who are less than impressed by Adobe's conversion of Kuler to the browser-based color CC. Are. You create and export color palettes and provide the ability to select colors from imported images and a wealth of auto-generated
palettes. A bit of fun is the wallpaper creator, with which you can design wallpaper for your phone based on your color palettes. Price: 7.99 USD / 4.99 USD | Developer: X-Rite, IncBuilt-in Access to Pantone LibrariesExtract Pantone colors from imageexport palettes for use in CC
appsRelatively expensiveThe myPantone app allows you to create color palettes on the go, extract Pantone colors skillfully from images, and quickly look up the reference number of a Pantone color when you're on the go. You can export palettes for use in AdobeCreative Cloud apps (and
QuarkXPress). At a penny shy of 8 dollars, it's expensive for an Android app (which is usually free), but without taking care of in-app purchases and access ingescent to Pantone color libraries, you get good value for money. Price: Free | Developer: ArtFlow StudioGreat UIIntuitive
DrawingIncluding Palm RejectionVery RatedOnly Two Levels in the Basic AppUpgrade to Pro for More FeaturesThe highly rated ArtFlow app is an evergreen entry in our app lists, mainly because it really feels the two essential basics of interface and drawing. It's user-friendly and simple,
but that doesn't mean childish and simple – ArtFlow is definitely a tool that professional designers will find useful. It supports resolution up to 4096×4096 pixels, and its clever Palm Rejection feature means it will never confuse your dormant hand for your sketch. You get access to 20 tools
with the free version, plus only two levels and six levels of undo, but upgrade to Pro and you will get your toolkit filled with 70 brushes, infinitely undo, 16 layers and more. Price: 3.41 USD / 2.12 USD | Developer: ARTE ExperienceIntuitive DesignIntuitive ControlExplore the history of
typographyType:Rider is a stylish platform game that also teaches you about typography. In true typographic form, you control a colon that acts as a linked point pair, and the action is simply left, right, and jumps with a selection of intuitive control schemes from which you can work. The
planes themselves are typographically thematic, with the landscape in one part consisting of letter forms of different fonts. As you progress through the history of typography, you will meet newer fonts and learn about their letter forms, often when you fall from the edge of their sand and fall
to death. Related articles: Articles:
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